
£28bn
The estimated cost of fraud 
in 2019

28%
Of senior executives believe 
their companies will be 
exposed to fraud in 2020*

#1
Fraud is the number one 
financial crime in 2020*

FTSE 350 firms estimated to have lost £28 billion due to fraud in 2019 - and predicted to see 
an increase in 2020 and beyond.

In times of most global crises – whether a financial crash, economic slump or 
the current pandemic - a spike in corporate fraud typically tends to follow.  

After the last financial crisis in 2008, figures published by the Office for National 
Statistics (ONS) identified that those charged with fraud offences increased 
by 21% in the following two years.  This occurred for a variety of reasons. First 
and foremost, there is increased opportunity available to fraudsters. Senior 
management teams of most companies are rightly focussed on other things, 
trying to keep their businesses afloat and their staff in jobs for a start. A crafty 
fraudster will see this as a ripe opportunity to pounce, with minimal chance of 
being caught, as the usual security checks and balances may have temporarily 
fallen by the wayside.

A perfect storm for fraudsters

Increased home working in times such as now also means less people at work 
overseeing finance, security and operations. This inevitably gives fraudsters 
more opportunity, with less scrutiny, more freedom and fewer questions asked. 
Added to this mix is the likely heightened concern over job security too, so the 
need to commit fraud also rises and employees may well turn to other means of 
supporting themselves in desperate times.

All of these factors combined make a global crisis the perfect climate for fraud 
to germinate and gather pace.

In times of a global crisis  
vultures will pounce
Sharp rise in corporate fraud expected in 2020

ARTICLE

* FTI Consulting Resilience Barometer 2020 survey

https://ftiresiliencebarometer.com/
http://www.fticonsulting.com
http://www.fticonsulting.com
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Fraud is likely to hit businesses even harder

Fraud was perceived as the number one financial crime 
in 2019 according to a recent global study of over 2,000 
senior executives by FTI Consulting, the Resilience 
Barometer 2020 with 24% reporting that they had been 
exposed to it. 

If we were to apply this percentage to the 2019 turnover 
of FTSE 350 firms and based on an average loss on 5%1 
of annual turnover, this would mean that an enormous 
£28 billion was lost to fraud in 2019 in the FTSE 350 alone.  
Even if the 5% figure was an overstatement and it was 
closer to 1%, this would still be sizeable and indicative of a 
serious risk for businesses.

Whilst putting a figure on the cost of fraud is notoriously 
difficult – due to too many unknowns – by the ACFE’s own 
admission, “many cases are not revealed, the full amount of 
losses might not be uncovered, quantified or reported.” 2  
But one thing we can be certain about is that corporate 
fraud is costing businesses a huge amount year-on-year, 
so taking an educated guess at this figure is crucial to 
demonstrate the scale of the problem.

The Resilience Barometer 2020 survey also identified that 
fraud would be the number one financial crime in 2020 
with 28% of executives believing their companies would 
be exposed to it (an increase of 16% on 2019).  Based 
on the rise in fraud charges following the 2008 financial 
crisis (15% according to the ONS), the survey participants 
seemed to unknowingly have had some premonition that 
an adverse financial event was around the corner.

How are companies handling investigations?

In a buoyant financial market such as in 2019, we saw 
many companies taking a commercial view on dealing 
with instances of fraud. Some investigated it if there 
was a high chance of recovery or if a regulator made it 
imperative. Others found enough justification to “move 
the person on” and stop any further losses.  And across the 
board, we saw many more companies carrying out their 
own investigations or relying on their insurers to recover 
costs to avoid the hassle and expense of a long-winded 
investigation.

Companies will be taking an even more commercial view 
in 2020.  With finances tight, it is likely that investigation

1  2018 ACFE Global Fraud Survey, Report to the Nations
2  2010 ACFE Global Fraud Survey: Report to the Nations, The Cost of Occupational 

Fraud

of fraud will fall down the list of boardroom priorities 
as business’ fight to survive.  This may increase the 
propensity for wrongdoing as fraudsters spot that 
management are focused elsewhere and there is little 
chance of discovery, investigation or prosecution.

So what can companies do to protect themselves 
from the escalating risk of fraud?

1. Prepare for the worst: draft a fraud response 
plan and communicate it
Bosses need to produce a comprehensive list of 
contact details for all senior personnel, as well 
as key business advisors and other parties such 
as lawyers, insurers, bankers and police so that 
they can be contacted quickly if necessary. If no 
plan exists, draw one up - preferably before you 
need it. The actions that are taken in the first 
few hours and days after a suspected fraud is 
discovered can dramatically affect the outcome.

2. Make your employees aware of the increased 
threat landscape (including cyber)
Employees who find themselves working from 
home or in a location other than the office must 
be aware of the specific threats they face from 
fraudsters. Cyber criminals will attempt to exploit 
the human element when staff are conducting 
business in a remote working environment. 
Encourage employees to review their 
cybersecurity awareness training, and if they 
have not participated in such training, provide 
them with guidance on how to spot a phishing 
email, one of the simplest yet common forms of 
a cyber attack.

3. Protect vulnerable home networks and 
implement multifactor authentication 
Prevent exposure to cyber attacks by using 
encryption whenever possible, ideally a 
virtual private network (VPN) to allow for an 
additional layer security and to provide an 
encrypted connection. Implement multifactor 
authentication to prevent stolen login 
credentials being used to access sensitive data 
and company systems.

http://ftiinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/FTI-Resilience-Barometer-2020_v8.pdf
http://ftiinsights.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/FTI-Resilience-Barometer-2020_v8.pdf
https://www.acfe.com/report-to-the-nations/2018/default.aspx
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4. Be diligent: transaction approval process 
(dealing with banks etc) 
Ensure only staff with the appropriate level 
of authority approve financial transactions. 
Scrutinise carefully any ‘urgent’ transactions or 
other unusual payment methods. Check that your 
bank will not process transactions over a certain 
threshold without obtaining authority from one of 
the designated company approvers first.

5. Encourage whistle-blowers to step forwards
Introduce a confidential channel of 
communication for whistle-blowers. If they don’t 
feel safe they won’t step forwards. Most frauds 
are detected by tip-offs and employee education 
is key to preventing and detecting fraud.

6. Use of temps and contract staff should be 
monitored carefully
If staff become unwell or need to take time off to 
care for a relative, it may be tempting to backfill 
with temporary or contract staff. Companies 
should ensure that they do not drop their guard 
and carry out less checks than normal. Fraudsters 
have been known in the past to target companies 
that rely on hired staff in periods of shortages.

7. Complete a few basic checks when returning 
to office working
Once normal life resumes and people return 
to the office, a few speedy checks will help to 
identify any suspicious activity:

 ! Review physical security: has anyone entered 
the office who shouldn’t have needed to?

 ! Review IT access records: have there been any 
repeated failed attempts to access emails or 
systems?

 ! Enforce password changes to reduce the risk 
of exposure and keep confidential data safe

 ! Review bank statements and perform any 
reconciliations as soon as possible

 ! Be alert to any changes on master files 

 ! Follow up any unexplained absences: there 
may be a cover-up and the fraudster is merely 
putting distance between themselves and the 
scene of the crime

 ! Scrutinise all IT security settings before 
returning them to normal

Experience also tells me that there is a heightened threat 
in businesses that operate across different sites and 
counties.  The further away a site is from head office, the 
greater the risk. This is generally due to “out of sight out 
of mind”.  The further away the less likely is it that senior 
management, internal auditors and others will visit.  
Hence, as the lockdown is lifted, management should 
focus on distant businesses first and work closer to head 
office as time progresses.

Despite taking all the precautions listed above, companies 
will still suffer from fraud.  Once a fraud is discovered, 
taking the right steps quickly will ensure there is a higher 
chance of recovery of missing assets and a lower chance 
that losses will continue.  Therefore:

DO
Keep an open mind
There may be a logical explanation for the discrepancy that may 
not be immediately obvious.

Discuss this with as few people as possible
You may be unwittingly  tipping off someone involved in the 
fraud.

Plan  a course of action
The actions taken immediately after a suspect comes to light 
can ultimately affect the final outcome.

Preserve all evidence by securing document and 
electronic evidence
Evidence may be required for any successful future action.  All 
relevant documents and electronic back-ups should be secured 
in such a way that they would be admissible in the civil and 
criminal courts.

Remove access to computers and servers
Suspects may be able to remotely access a server and delete or 
change information.  All remote access should be denied.

Safeguard any assets that might be at risk
The suspect may have signing powers and these should be 
changed immediately.
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ANDREW DURANT 
Senior Managing Director 
Forensic Accounting Services 
+44 (0)20 3727 1144 
andrew.durant@fticonsulting.com

For more information on:

Forensic accounting services: please visit  
ftiemea.to/forensicaccountingservices

Cybersecurity services: please visit  
fticybersecurity.com or FTI Journal to see our article  
on how to mitigate increased cybersecurity risks  
while working from home. 

Resilience Barometer 2020: www.ftiresiliencebarometer.com 
ftiresiliencebarometer.com

DO NOT
Limit the scope of any investigation
The particular incidence may be the tip of the iceberg 
with other related incidents yet to be uncovered.
Immediately challenge suspects
Wait until the investigation has given a fuller picture 
otherwise you may be simply forewarning them and 
giving them time to perfect their story.
Make emotional or hasty decisions
Fraud involves a breach of trust and, therefore, as an 
employer you may feel betrayed by what has happened.
Deface or damage any evidence
Evidence should be logged and secured on receipt and 
copies taken for working purposes.  On no account 
should annotations be made to originals.

Turn on any computers, phones and personal devices
IT specialists can retrieve information which a fraudster 
has deleted from an electronic device.  It is not unusual 
to recover over 80% of relevant information to the 
investigation from electronic media.  However, simply by 
turning on a device may make any evidence inadmissible 
in court.
Ignore the possibility that losses may still be 
occurring
Even though the suspect may have been isolated, he 
may have put in course a series of transactions that will 
continue.
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